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Overall Workflow

Open a browser window to ACAS.
Clicking Load Experiment will take
you to the Simple Experiment
Loader.

The Simple Experiment
Loader has three Browse
for Files options.
The first allows you to
upload a data file.
This file is required
to run the loader.
The second allows you
to upload an optional
report file.
Click Browse Files… and
select the data file you would
like to upload.

The data file browser accepts these file types:
.xls, .xlsx, and .csv.
The report file browser accepts almost all file types except .exe.
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Overall Workflow/Loading a Generic Data File

This is what a generic sample data file looks like (in this case: solubility). The green
cells are required by the loader to analyze the data in the file. However, all other
fields may be changed. Keep in mind: some fields have format requirements.
Select the data file. It will appear in the Simple Experiment Loader, with options. If
there is no report file, click the Next button.
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Overall Workflow/Loading a Generic Data File

The file is then validated, and
the results are displayed. Check
the summary to make sure all
the information is correct.
If correct, click the Upload Data
button.
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Overall Workflow/Loading a Generic Data File

The results are uploaded, and a summary
is displayed.
From there you can open the report in
Seurat and email a link to the report.
Clicking Open Seurat Report launches
Seurat.
Alternatively, you can also load another
experiment by clicking Load Another.
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Overall Workflow/Loading a Generic Data File

Seurat launches...

Data loaded.

This is the format for
emailing a Seurat report.
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Overall Workflow/Loading a Generic Data File

It is possible to upload a diﬀerent
data set for the same experiment.
Just alter the file and reupload.
The loader will give you a warning
stating that the experiment already
exists. It will replace the existing
data with the new data.
In this example, the user added an
additional data column (temperature)
to the file. This will be displayed
when the user opens the Seurat
report.
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Overall Workflow/Loading a Generic Data File

Once uploaded, the results
summary is shown, and again
there are options to view the
report in Seurat or email a link
to the report.

New temperature data.
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Loading a Concentration Data File

In the first example, a solubility
data file was used. Other data
types may also be uploaded, like
inhibition at diﬀerent
concentrations.
The steps to upload are the same.

The concentration data
is shown, in this case,
in multiple columns.
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Adding a Report File

In the next example, a
report file is also
uploaded with the data
file.
In Seurat, a link to the
report file is shown in a
new column.
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Adding Images

The next SEL file
option is to upload
an optional image
file.
Adding inline images
to Seurat is similar to
adding a report file.
Upload a data file,
and then attach a
zipped folder of
The image file names must be listed in the data file, and must
images in the
also match what is in the compressed folder.
“Attach optional
image file” browser.
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Validation Errors

If there is an error in the data file, the loader will fail to
validate the file and report the errors. The errors can
then be fixed and the file re-uploaded.
In this example, the Assay
Comment headers are
duplicated. This is one of the
errors listed.
The date format is also
incorrect, the loader has
detected and ignored an extra
header row, etc. If it can, the
loader will correct these issues.
The loader will try to allow you
to continue uploading if there
are only warnings, but true
errors will cause a failure.
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Loading a Dose Response Data File

Load dose response data by
going to the Dose Response
module. Loading a file here is
exactly like loading a file in
SEL. Once the file has been
uploaded successfully, it will
ask you to choose between
EC50 and KD. It will then
show you a curve fit
summary. From there, click
the Curate button to open
the curve curator.
In curve curator, you can
reject and approve curves,
knock out points, and
change fit criteria. There is
also a link to open the
curves in Seurat.
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Loading a Dose Response Data File

Curve curator allows you to display certain categories
of curves, sort by diﬀerent parameters, and change the
sort order in the curve summaries side bar. This allows
you to narrow down the curves you are viewing.

From here you can also quick approve and
reject curves, and approve all NA curves.
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Loading a Dose Response Data File

You can knock out points by
clicking and dragging your
mouse down over the specific
points to be knocked out.
Then pick the reason for
flagging them. Knock points
back in by clicking and
dragging up over the same
points.
You can reset a curve to it’s last save point by
clicking the reset button. This will get rid of
any changes made since the curve was first
loaded or saved last.
You can also reject or approve a curve from
the detailed view. Click Save once you are
satisfied with your changes.

You can then open your
curves in Seurat.
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Editing a Protocol

To edit a protocol, go to Protocol Browser and use the search bar to find the
protocol. You can search using a number of criteria, like protocol name and protocol
code. You can also search for something in the description or details of a protocol.
Once you have found your protocol, click on it. It will open a preview below the
search results. From there you can delete it, edit it, duplicate it, or create an
experiment from it. Clicking Edit will open the edit view of the protocol in a new tab.
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Adding Files to Protocols

You can add reference files
to protocols. After filling out
the form to make a new
protocol (or while editing an
existing protocol), scroll to
the bottom of the form.
There you can pick the file
type and upload a file.
You can add and remove
files there, as well. After
you are done, click Save.

